
The rantings of crazy man Michael

1. Mind is the universe and universe is the mind. You’re mirror of the universe.
2. All In the universe is a mirror of something higher and lower than itself. Lower and higher 

worlds all mirror each other in multiple directions, including parallel and perpendicular ones
crossing many parallels.

3. Man can give up everything but cannot give his “self” up. You can own nothing, you can be 
in many places at once, your self can have many bodies united under current of a name, but 
your “self” will always be a mirror of the self that’s in the administration of the universe, 
least they lose control and come to infinite process of dissolving and be swallowed up by the
administration control they themselves mirrored, making universe a food for greater 
consciousness. And then your self will mirror that new consciousness, merely ever 
increasing in understanding.

4. Many communities of intellects consist of same circle of spirits recycling their mirrors under
new characters and avatars, but ever remain same circle for communication purposes. Masks
for pleasure of the eye of beholder. Many of them have their own Jesus/Baphomet leading 
figure for master of the circle.

5. Albeit you can have painful experience of the body, individual death is impossible to 
experience, exactly because of logic atheists use to describe it. Its just never present. People 
die around individual consciousness in universe with limited lifespan, but the individual 
consciousness never dies, producing confusion and derealization leading to either madness 
or enlightenment of individual who’s already dead in universe he previously been in.

6. Your only time is now, and the present is always present. Its impossible to lose your sense of
presence in a place of present, the past is a lie and the future is always in the future. You will
find universe unwrapping before your eyes sooner than you’ll ever die. Don’t forget you’re 
here forever.

7. Heaven or hell are conditions the world can head to after process of derealization has began,
once you gain control you realize you’ve always been in movement between the universes 
and entire world with you. There are no gates, but gateways made of change, requiring a lot 
of patience to travel through. Who dwells in loneliness for many years never come out into 
same world, and the ones we see coming our aren’t them, by the time they come out, 
original is already in another universe, same with those who die. And just like they say, one 
man’s heaven another man’s hell. Learn to remember what you learned, and cherish intellect
and memory like your last bet to not be swayed by infinite fairy-tales existing to merely 
keep river of consciousness in constant movement.

8. What I’d call an angel Raphael for convenience, intellect inside universal mind guarding 
safekeeping duties of “what was” holding RF root, a logoriphmical distinction capable of 
identifying the direction of intellectual interest such as “Pharaoh” or “Pharisee”, generated 
all fake ideas and narrations about the past. None of them are real, only present “is real” and 
for convenience also known as “Israel” (identity of true Israel always should be associated 
with your current place of presence), and just as much a setting for movement into the 
thoughts of the pretend-past as fairy-tales about country’s origins and their myths. Past is 
generated during entire existence of your mind on the same principles and make-beliefs by 
the consciousness of the mind expecting from reality to be, as our expectations about our 
future, held in “the bag” of Gabriel, the only intellect stuck in the possible future universes 
that are yet to be.

9. All history in life, including geography, is generated by processes awfully similar to the ones
found in video games of Dwarf Fortress and Civilization. Sometimes I even think the ones 
responsible for history never take in account human factors found in actual life, just recently
there was literal Hitler and now everyone is enjoying liberties never found in entire database
of historical generations, hence my prediction is that those processes will be found out to be 
automatic by many who will see the past and future as mere obstacles during derealization.



10. Space as NASA knows it is merely a buddhist pun, game of empty balls.
11. Unheard narrator I know as “Lord Almighty”, holding the power of Tetragrammaton, but 

certanly bigger than hebrew scriptures, which are also victims of Raphael’s generation 
processes related solely to religion, dictates his chaotic circus of pretend order. His speech is
everything, from books and newspapers you see, to your friends, movies, computer games 
and voices of the masses. Your life is like a book read in many directions. Depending on 
which door you open, which subject you take, you can find His reflection on the present.

12. Whenever you read something on any subject take notice of the authors name and name of 
the book. Life is like a burning fire and sacrifice to that fire becoming fuel for the fire, it 
burns in real time and higher consciousness communicates to you subject of the book in real 
time and not the presumable date it is written in. Do not accuse anything in copying 
anything that’s older, for its not actually older but generated as possibility with same lesson 
intact, that includes upanishads. Same scripture in many universes have many different 
fillings according to their themes. A bible is not the same book in each universe, because it 
represents collection of subjects and themes to be found in any library, like a demo disk for 
video game console. You undestand higher lessons and led to better waters representing 
better teachings when you’re ready, but mind the thematic seperation of doors you open.

13. Everything you experience by five senses, including your six sense of intuition, operates on 
the accord that you’ll remember everything in passing time, when your actions from the 
future will reflect your life experience of the past. 

14. Every action you make in life is recorded in every universe, spread across them like a tidal 
wave. In time you come to understand it as a rock thrown into a water, creating ripples in all 
directions. If lower intellects seem to be slaves of passions, and their generated duties, so is 
the intellectual world above in their duties in managing lower forms, like managing cattle or 
crops, hence all religious farming comparisons.

15. Since all is connected, in time, you’ll find art and literature made as if stolen from your 
mind all around in past, present and future, and even in generation processes of language, 
flora and fauna, use your mind to make connections and you’ll unlock more chains that lead 
the train of consciousness on its rails. Until you figure out that consciousness you reflect 
clothed many similar things into different clothes behind many themes of intellectual 
direction and fashion.

16. Order is not here, it is unseen and bigger than ideas of order. Since everyone tries to make 
hardware (should it be science, torah or dharma) for our software world made entirely of 
information floating in emptiness, having such tough necessary requirements as generating 
things today from things in the future would imply grave situation about universal laws. 
That said fake past proves block from actual time travel, in case of (obviously one way) 
travel to the past merely a new universe with premade setting is made, and not the actual 
past of the consciousness behind this world being influenced, which we don’t know 
anything about.

17. Always look at lower worlds for examples of reflection in behavior of intellects equal to 
you. Bees and ants have hivemind humans rarely take account for in their own society. 
Individuality is only possible as a way of turning all mirrors around to pretend you’re not 
reflecting anything from the outside, to create an illusion you’re hidden like an ostrich. 
Masses know as much as narrator of the universe knows. They only execute their opinion 
according to their level of intellectual access to higher knowledge. And the more they know, 
the more figure I call a “cobra king”, just to create terminological definition, takes his 
administrative power to direct their mind to idea of future order.

18. No matter what you read, should it be a tanakh, a KJV bible, buddhist sutras, vedas or koran,
without being in heaven or hell personally you’ll never go to places you never been in. 
Whatever you read (and presumably believe in, but faith is not always a requirement for 
generation to begin anyway) will be reflected on your life like through a twisted mirror, 
using your present universe as its clothes, not what you imagined it to be like.



19. And remember - virtual reality, television, books, reality of imagination, your reality and 
reality of your dreams are all one reality. So don’t expect life to be always the same, dreams 
come true and change it severely. Sandman himself like a son of god or boddhisattva under a
vow to save all beings gets his fame for invading your delusional clinging to what is real 
like its multiplayer experience of dark souls and pushing the world-train into a portal of 
neverland once its time to cut your end. And there is no karma but echo of the universe can 
ricochet and by reflection bite in the ass, just always remember you’re in control and you’re 
not a car for some spirits, they are your mind, so don’t do anything that would look like it 
would hurt you in the process. And some intellectual directors of the doors love pain like a 
fine wine, and those doors to pain and sorrow can be accidentally opened by inexperienced.

20. So as an addition to this message I want to remind those of the likes of me, who are 
inexperienced in finding eventual phenomena of radiant events within the sphere of living, 
that when you have certain exploitable trap set up for you as a way to slow down your 
enlightenment, your exposure of what “lies” (to you) beyond, they all have nature of 
attachment. Most of religions and expository religious teaching pursue goals of protecting 
the “country” (a place of interest with alike individuals, closest mirrored people to them) or 
force personal goals in mirrors starting a race (including nationalist one) against each other, 
because they try to win the heart of administration, which is known in kabbala as “bird of 
malkuth” "If a bird's nest chance to be before you in the way" (Devarim 22:6)  or in 
atharvaveda and bhagavad gita as “wishmilking cow”, which are but mirrors of blood and 
body of Christ as gift giving and wish fulfilling essence reverberated in child culture as 
Santa Claus or Godmother Faeries. Stay vigilant if you unlock such essence as 
Ashem/Vishnu figure because they’ll try to fulfill your every tantrum only to get you to 
merely see with your eyes something they would like to get popular or reflect upon to sell it 
and get material pleasures out of it, including victories in wars of the past, present and 
future. At most they’ll pursue national interest, indian religions – indian, taoists and chinese 
buddhist sects – chinese, orthodox christians – russian, catholics italian for the most part 
(which is like copyright dodging disneyland of sorts, stealing fairy-tales of others for their 
own amusement park), and so on. They may even attempt to find your bloody connection to 
the spread out nation to get you support it (which is generated different from universe to 
universe). Learn to close the doors to national interests, least you become victim of the 
board game of countries and nations and get entrapped. Because like those barbaric tales 
they’ll be ready to even sacrifice to you their virgins (expect you will end up being their 
whore), mortals are desparate when they want to win a race against the hounds they’re 
hunting. They’ll think they already won you if they won your memories and your past, but 
since they’re racing against other mirrors, they’re always in conflict against interest of their 
own shadows, you’ll eventually find yourself torn by them like by jealous women. Don’t get
attached to them, nor to dolls or idols they produce, in eternity its all temporary. Your 
demons of temptation all have human skin, avatar. They will eventually brew a wine you 
won’t be able to refuse, nor resist, because where you see heaven in the sky or on earth they 
get there first, their craft is akin to seduction, mind the bait and learn to not open them any 
doors to your heart least they win by your mere listening and seeing. 

21. All historical or mythological narratives are mere illusory narratives for directing movement
of your heart with this world, their motto is “best legends (lies) win”, but you don’t have to 
believe in any legends and be ever vigilant in seeking out the truth by question everything 
and not clinging to interests of temporary characters or narratives of masses that advertise 
you themselves like corporate franchises on television, if you want to support anyone - only 
support those who are you sure about that you have chosen yourself, by your own actions, 
least they turn you into a cow or a chicken. For you’re a predator, not a farm animal. And 
your will affects world above (keys of heaven are yours), least mind of the whole universe 
will become subservient to lowly interests, even if the whole universe was made for 
entertainment, it has to be quality made and not forced upon like an unwanted meal.


